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Gift of mapsAyoung man in a red mantle and with
long brown hair tumbling from under
his red cap stands out on the opening

page of a decorated Renaissance manuscript.
Although tiny, constrained within the first
capital letter of the text (“G”), he makes a
striking figure. He was Francesco Berlinghieri,
a member of the Medici court active in the Neo-
platonic community of late fifteenth-century
Florence and a close friend of Marsilio Ficino,
the influential philosopher. The spectacularly
decorated manuscript, now in Milan, was a gift
toLorenzo theMagnificent.The text it contains
is a rendering in verse of Ptolemy’s Geogra-
phy, which Berlinghieri had started to com-
pose, in Italian, in 1464. Written in the metric
formofDante’sCommedia, thepoemwaspub-
lished in 1482 as The Seven Days of Geogra-
phy, a title suggestive of the creation narrative
in Genesis, and is divided into seven books, one
for each day of the week of Berlinghieri’s
imaginary journey not in the otherworld, with
Virgil as his guide, but in the known world
accompanied by Ptolemy. As they journeyed
together, the humanist and statesman from
Renaissance Florence and the scholar and ge-
ographer from ancient Alexandria discussed
etymology, history and map-making.

In 1483 a printed copy of this Neoplatonic
world atlas in Dantean verse, including
personalized frontispiece, richly illuminated
pages of text, and a full complement of hand-
coloured maps, was sent to Constantinople as
a diplomatic gift from the city of Florence to
the powerful Sultan Bayezid II. The gesture
raises a host of questions. What prompted the
Florentines to initiate cultural contact with the
Ottoman court? Why did they choose Berlin-
ghieri’s geographical poem to represent their
state? What was the status of geographical
knowledge and book printing in Renaissance
Florence? Such are the issues that Sean
Roberts explores with competence and origi-
nality. He describes Berlinghieri’s volume as
an“inbetween”–betweenculturesofprint and
manuscript; between classical literature and

vernacular poetry; between humanist scholar-
ship and artistic and cartographic practice –
understanding this “betweenness” to lie within
the dynamics of intercultural exchange of the
early modern, and rapidly changing, Mediter-
ranean world.

To Roberts, the conveyance in the winter of
1483 of Berlinghieri’s work to Sultan Bayezid

(and of another copy a few months later to his
half-brother Cem) demonstrates that contem-
porary Florentine and Ottoman scholars per-
ceived Ptolemy’s Geography (and ancient
Greek geographical science) as part of their in-
tellectual legacy, and shared a similar under-
standing of descriptions of the world and of
the role of book and map production in com-
municating these. In the context of the reli-
gious divide between Christian West and
Islamic East at the time, their history of con-
flict and the fact that the gift was sent only a
few decades after the fall of Constantinople to
the Turks and a couple of years after their sack
of Otranto in the kingdom of Naples, Roberts’s
remark that “coexistence did not imply toler-
ance” and “hostility never fully precluded
forms of comprehension” resonates persua-
sively. Noticing the ambiguity of Berlinghie-
ri’s references in his text to the Ottoman

presence in the Mediterranean, Roberts points
to an “apparently contradictory constellations
of tolerance and hatred, cooperation and de-
ception, conviction and political self-interest”.
He reminds us of the complexity of history and
of the various environments in which Berlin-
ghieri’s book circulated, warning against the
misleading “dichotomous poles of Turcopho-
bia and Turcophilia”. Humanist attitudes to-
wards the Ottomans need to be re-examined. In
early modern Italy a crusader mentality coex-
isted with an awareness of a classical and
imperial heritage common to both Italians and
Turks. Moreover, Italian politics has to be
taken into account, in particular the hostility
between Medicean Florence and the Kingdom
of Naples (attacked by the Turkish army).

The manufacture and distribution of The
Seven Days of Geography as a diplomatic gift
also gives Roberts the opportunity to explore
the material culture of Renaissance book pro-
duction. The bookmaking process involved
customization and the colouring of prints to
order, and Roberts discusses the role printed
luxury books played in constructing social and
intellectual networks that spanned the Medi-
terranean basin. He questions, however, the
emphasis given by some modern scholars to
Renaissance consumerism and the notion that
trade automatically promoted understanding
between cultures.

Roberts’s account of Berlinghieri’s intellec-
tual biography is informed and rewarding. It
uncovers the distinctive quality of fifteenth-
century geography, and reveals the character-
istic combination of classical geography,
mythology, medieval history and legend
found in The Seven Days of Geography. His
discussion of the Renaissance reinvention of
Ptolemaic mapping reflects his awareness of
the recent paradigm shift in the history of car-
tography and of science. The old progressivist
vision of history and universal concept of
objectivity has no place in Sean Roberts’s
exposition. This book has a good chance of
becoming a classic on the subject.

Hold or foldYou may be reading this across a fold of
paper, or you may be squinting at an
electronic screen. Two centuries ago,

the former would have seemed almost as fu-
turistic as the latter. Wood-based paper wasn’t
successfully patented until 1845, after invent-
ors had cooked straw, boiled banana peels,
crushed walnut shells and dried seaweed. The
coinage “pulp fiction” followed once it be-
came clear that the new technology produced
pages more brittle than those manufactured
from costlier linen rags. By the dawn of the
digital age, W. J. T. Mitchell could dismiss
books as “tree flakes encased in dead cow”.

Unlike those cows, however, paper remains
in robust health. One reason is that it combines
apparently irreconcilable properties – durabil-
ity (it outlasts papyrus and floppy disks alike),
portability (a precondition of modern postal
systems) and foldability (one of Nicholas A.
Basbanes’s most engrossing chapters con-
cerns origami). That trio allowed it to displace
other writing surfaces that were fragile, un-
wieldy or both: clay, stone, papyrus, parch-
ment, metal, bark, bones and even seashells.

And inscription is just the beginning.
Basbanes points out that during the Second
World War, the same long paper-making
tradition that allowed Japan to devise bomb-
bearing paper balloons rendered its cities

uniquely vulnerable to incendiary bombs: more
civilians died in the blazes spread by paper
windows and screens than from either of the nu-
clear strikes on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Meanwhile, generals were deciding how much
toilet paper to issue to soldiers: the British got
three sheets a day, American GIs twenty-two.

Whereas Archimedes was reduced to
scratching mathematical formulas in his own
oiled skin, today anyone with $35 to spare can
walk out of a bookstore with Basbanes’s stack
of hefty, creamy sheets.OnPaper’s 448 pages
are weighed down by quotations from mission
statements (Kimberly-Clark’s, the Digital
Public Library of America’s), posed portraits
of CEOs and library directors, and Basbanes’s
tic of introducing his sources as “eminent”,

“noted”, or “highly respected”. But a slimmer
volume might not have done justice to paper’s
travels from its beginnings in China some time
before the first century BC, east to Korea and
Japan and then west to Samarkand, Baghdad,
Cairo, Islamic Spain and Christian Europe.
All roads eventually lead to paper’s role in US
history, from the 1765 Stamp Act to Confeder-
ate newspapers printed on the back of wall-
paper, to a final chapter memorializing the
charred memos and missing person flyers
that drifted through Lower Manhattan after
September 11, 2001.

In the decade since then, Silicon Valley has
touted the paperless office as the answer to
deforestation. Basbanes’s rejoinder is that
paper, made for centuries from old clothes,
was one of the first industrial products to in-
corporate recycled materials. More famous
for its digital spying, the US’s National Secu-
rity Agency processes plenty of old-fashioned
paper, to judge from the hundred million doc-
uments it pulps every year before turning them
over to manufacturers of pizza boxes and egg
cartons. Paper and computers may not be polar
opposites so much as conjoined twins. Paper

punchcards were integral to the first calculat-
ing machines, and the twentieth-century
spread of personal computers and printers in-
creased consumption of the paper that they
were originally expected to render obsolete.

Just after Basbanes’s book appeared, two
corporations began vying for rights to market
their respective iPhone apps under the name
of “Paper”. One facilitated sketching, the
other managed newsfeeds. Their tug of war
over a metaphor reminds us what a central
role paper has played in artistic creation and
political communication alike. Also too late
to be mentioned by Basbanes: a BBC present-
er was recently caught on camera brandishing
a stack of A4 paper which he seemed to have
mistaken for his iPad. Perhaps he was acting
out the now fading idiom that makes “reading
the paper” synonymous with “reading the
news”. For the moment, at least, paper
remains the standard to which digital media
can only aspire.
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